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Chairman’s Message
Rod Sheridan

Happy New Year and Welcome to 2017! I trust
everyone had an enjoyable Holiday season.

to sit on my hands and bite my tongue as the
committee reviewed each potential inductee.

My 2016 wrapped up with our company
purchasing the first two C Series 300s for
onward lease to Air Baltic in Riga, Latvia. The
2nd CS 300 closed at 16:00 EST on December
30, about as late as possible and still counted
as a 2016 transaction. Always a little drama
at the end of the year. At the risk of sounding
like a cheerleader, I can say that this aircraft is
living up to the expectations of the Bombardier
Team and its Customers. The C Series has the
potential of becoming another “game changing”
achievement for Canadian Aviation.

When the meeting was finished, I ran to the
airport to meet up with my 2 sons and 3 good
friends. We were on our way to Masset in Haida
Gwaii for a few days fishing. On arrival, I was
pleased to learn that we would be transported
to our lodge on the West Coast of Haida Gwaii
in a Helijet S76 helicopter. This had significant
meaning for me that I couldn’t share with any
of my fishing buddies. Danny Sitnam had been
recommended by the Nomination Committee
for induction into the Hall of Fame. Now
I would get a first hand look at Helijet, the
operation Danny had created.

The first year as Chair of the Hall of Fame
has been interesting. One of my duties was to
observe the Nomination Review Committee in
action. For obvious reasons the names of these
dedicated individuals will remain a closely held
secret. I participate only as an observer.
However, what I will share is the dedication
and diligence the Chairman of the Committee
puts into vetting and presenting prospective
Inductees to the Board. There are so many
worthy candidates. The process takes a day
and a half of fascinating debate. For me, I had

We arrived in Masset on a Jazz Dash 8 300 to
weather that was a little challenging. Making
matters worse, weather at the lodges wasn’t
lifting as quickly as in Masset. The weather
remained poor at our destination lodge and we
made several attempts where we turned around.
After a night in Masset’s finest B&B, some
lively shuffleboard and pool at the Legion, we
arrived 30 hours late at our lodge.

Rod Sheridan

a very unusual and frustrating situation. Four
of our party are active in aviation, so were
knowledgeable clients. We were treated like
valued customers and at no point did any of us
feel nervous or concerned.
I probably shouldn’t bring this up now but my
simple math says there were about 3 extra hours
of S76 time flown trying to get us in to the lodge
as well as the 12 guests that were stuck there
waiting to get out. I do hope someone paid the
bill, Danny?
Also, we are looking forward to returning this
summer, the trip is booked!
In closing you will see in this month’s Flyer
references to an Endowment Fund that has been
created. The Board has decided to make use of
this option to manage a portion of The Hall’s
funds. I don’t want to steal Dave’s thunder so
please read his notes on what this is all about,
specifically how it will benefit The Hall and
how donors are able to participate.

During those 30 hours I witnessed first hand the 			All the best,
professional staff of Helijet as they managed 			Rod

A Foundation for Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame
(See page 5)

David E. Wright and Blain Fowler are shown
with the cheque presentation
to launch the CAHF Endowment Fund.
2016

Nominations Wanted for
Directors
Enclosed with this Flyer you will find a
Nomination Form for positions on the Board
of Directors. Please consider nominating someone
who is well qualified and committed
to serving the best interests
of Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame.
Photo credit: Blain Fowler
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Hall of Fame Member Honoured by Royal Air Force
Chris Cooper-Slipper
On October 6, 2016 my wife and I were invited
to attend a special event held at Royal Air Force
Base Cosford, UK to mark the 90th Anniversary
of one of the RAF’s most famous squadrons,
and to honour my father, Thomas Paul “Mike”
Cooper-Slipper.
605 (County of Warwick) Royal Auxiliary
Squadron was originally formed at RAF Castle
Bromwich on October 5, 1926. Established
under the Air Force Reserve Act along with the
creation of the Royal Auxiliary Air Force, “605”
served operationally until 1957. In 2014, “605”
was reformed as an engineering and logistical
support squadron based at RAF Cosford, near
Wolverhampton. During its operational history,
“605” distinguished itself in combat operations at
Dunkirk, throughout the Battle of Britain, and in
Singapore, in the Far East.

who spoke about the role “605” plays in the RAF
today, and concluded with a speech from Air Vice
Marshall (ret’d), Michael Harwood, CBE, who
spoke about the challenges facing the RAF today
and in the future.
Many pilots have passed through “605” over
the years, serving with distinction and helping
solidify the squadron’s history and reputation as
one of the RAF’s finest squadrons. Some of the
notable personnel who served in “605” included
Lord Willoughby de Broke, Commanding Officer
from 1936 to 1939, who went on to become
Duty Controller at No. 11 Group Operations at
Uxbridge, responsible for the fighter protection in
the south east during the Battle of Britain. Another
was Squadron Leader Archibald McKellar, CO
from September 1940 through November 1940,
whose 21 victories rank him as one of the top RAF
pilots in the Second World War. Wing Commander
Peter Townsend, Commanding Officer from June
1942 through August 1942, and Flight Lieutenant
Peter Middleton, who flew Mosquitos to intercept
German unmanned V1 rockets in 1944 are
other famous members of “605”. Middleton
trained at RAF station 37 in Calgary, and was
the grandfather of Kate Middleton, the current
Duchess of Cambridge.

To mark the event, a day of activities was held
at RAF Cosford where the current squadron
personnel showed off its various engineering
and support services, and the newly refurbished
squadron headquarters and administrative offices
were officially unveiled. Included in the unveiling
was a new executive conference room officially
dedicated as the “Cooper-Slipper Room”, in
honour of my father, former “605” Squadron
Leader, Thomas Paul “Mike” Cooper-Slipper.
So it was with much pride that I unveiled the
executive conference room named in honour and
The evening’s formal dinner was presided over by
recognition of my father. Mike Cooper-Slipper was
guest of honour, Air Vice Marshall Susan Gray,
the squadron’s youngest Battle of Britain’s “Ace”
OBE, Air Officer Commanding RAF Group 38.
and recipient of the Distinguished Flying Cross at
My wife, Pat and I were invited to attend, and I
just 19 years of age. During the evacuation of the
was asked to address the guests and speak about
British Expeditionary Force from Dunkirk in May
my father’s time as a young pilot, from the time he
1940, he flew every one of the squadron’s patrols
was fresh out of grammar school in 1938 through
from its base at Hawkinge and scored a victory on
to his initial training and deployment to “605”
his first full combat patrol.
as their first regular service pilot when he joined
them in the winter of 1939.
He went on to distinguish himself during the Battle
of Britain and in one of the most heroic incidents
I finished my talk with an account of my father’s
in the combat history of “605”, he purposely
memoirs of his experiences with “605” at Dunkirk
rammed a German DO-17 bomber after his own
in May 1940, and throughout the Battle of Britain
Hurricane’s ammunition had been exhausted and
from July to October 1940. The telling of the
his flight controls rendered useless from enemy
experiences of a young fighter pilot from training
fire. While he served with “605” for less than a
to battle was of great interest to the invited guests.
year, he distinguished himself as a gifted pilot,
My talk was followed by the current Commanding tenacious and daring in combat, and embodied
Officer of “605”, Wing Commander Paul Bell, everything the squadron stood for.

Chris Cooper-Slipper collection

Chris Cooper-Slipper at the unveiling of the
“Cooper-Slipper Room”, the squadron’s new
administrative conference room, Chris in front
of the commemorative plaque and a painting
by Canadian aviation artist, Charles Kadin
depicting an event in September 1940 when then
a young F/LT Mike Cooper-Slipper rammed a
Luftwaffe Dornier 17 after his Hurricane had
become disabled. Chris is seen holding the
Engine Speed Indicator from that very Hurricane
which was unearthed in 1986.

Mike Cooper-Slipper
as an 18 year old
pilot with the RAF.
1939

Chris Cooper-Slipper collection

Thomas Paul “Mike” Cooper-Slipper was inducted as
Member of Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame in 2003. His
story can be found on CAHF’s website, cahf.ca
Chris Cooper-Slipper recently retired from his position
as Vice President Marketing at Field Aviation. He
currently serves as Vice Chairman of the Board of
Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame.

Chris Cooper-Slipper collection

The attendees at the dinner honouring the 90th anniversary celebrations of Britain’s famous squadrons, the “605”. Chris Cooper-Slipper and his wife Pat
are seated in front row, ‘without uniforms’. 2016
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The Power of Endowment:
The How and Why

large institutions such as universities and hospitals,
the truth is that any organizations can start - and
benefit from - an endowment fund. Being able to
Noel Xavier and Kathy Hawkesworth, Edmonton build a named endowment to $10,000 over time
allows more donors to create this type of ongoing
Community Foundation
gift.
What if your gift or donation could make a difference,
not only today and not only for a lifetime, but forever? Also, there are many ways to grow an endowment.
Donors may choose to make an endowment
A Community Foundation helps donors create that contribution during their lifetime with a gift of cash
kind of support. We call them “endowment funds” or securities (such as shares and mutual funds).
and they are more affordable than most people Donors may also leave a gift in their wills as a lasting
think. The power of an endowment is felt over time, legacy. In fact, some organizations have a policy that
bequests be endowed so that the donor’s support
creating a permanent legacy.
continues.
For most organizations, raising enough funds for
current operations is a never-ending struggle, and Donors who support endowments tend to be those
many organizations find themselves back at square people who believe strongly in the mission and
one at the beginning of every budget cycle. Having vision of an organization, and share a passion for
an endowment is an effective way to build a more the work that organization does in the community.
sustainable and stable source of funding, and the Through the power of endowment those donors and
organization becomes less vulnerable to fundraising the organization build sustainability and stability for
shortfalls.
the future.
Gifts that are endowed are not immediately spent;
they are invested and grants are made of a certain
portion of its value each year. This annual amount A Foundation for
is used by the organization to support its annual Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame
operations and programs. As the value of the fund
grows over time from investment returns, the portion David E. Wright, Director, Chairman of
Operations Committee
paid out each year also grows.
In December, Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame
established an Endowment Fund with the Battle
River Community Foundation (BRCF) in Camrose,
Alberta. Last year, The Hall received a $138,000
bequest from the estate of a donor with no specific
direction for its use. At the time, there was no specific
capital project to direct it to, and leaving it in a GIC
produces a dismal return, doing very little to improve
While some people may think endowments are our future. After very careful consideration by the
created by only very wealthy people or only for very Board and the Operating Committee, it was decided
This is the true power of endowment. Over time, the
fund will grant back to the designated organization
a cumulative amount far greater than the original
gifts and the fund itself will become larger. Because
endowment funding is regular and predictable, the
organization is able to look ahead and be strategic
about its future plans.

to establish an endowment fund in the name of The
Hall with this gift that would provide an annual
revenue stream for the continued operation of The
Hall, forever.
The Battle River Community Foundation has a very
good long-term track record of fund investing that
continues to benefit all of its grant recipients. One
of the benefits of the operation of the BRCF is that
part of their investment and reinvestment strategy is
to first top-up each endowment fund equivalent to
the value of inflation over the previous year, prior
to distributing income to the grant recipients. Thus,
our endowment fund will grow in value each year,
maintaining its value in real dollar terms. Like any
investment, the BRCF has good and bad years, but
their average return over the last 19 years has been
6.25%
Currently, The Hall is funded by donations from
Friends of The Hall, fundraising through the annual
induction dinner, and a bi-annual two-day casino in
Edmonton. Although these sources are currently
adequate to fund the operation of The Hall, the results
vary considerably year by year, and do not foster
secure long-range planning. Although the casino
revenue has been very consistent, one bad induction
dinner result could be catastrophic for our operation.
We believe that as the endowment fund grows, it
will become a significant and dependable source of
income to fund our operations. We hope that you will
consider contributing to our endowment at any time,
and keep The Hall in mind when developing your
planned giving strategy.
Donations can be directed to the Battle River
Community Foundation, P.O. Box 1122, Camrose,
AB, T4V 4E7. A tax receipt will be forwarded within
one week. Donors should mark their payments
“CAHF Endowment”.

Catching Up with Some Members of The Hall
Mary Oswald
In this issue of The Flyer, we are catching up with some Members of The Hall. Some stories tell of Members who are being honoured with tributes, such as Mike
Cooper-Slipper and J.A.D. McCurdy in context with Alexander Graham Bell, and one Member (Pierre Jeanniot) looks into the future of aviation. Others will be
featured on these three pages.

Rosella Bjornson
The list of Rosella’s accomplishments is long, best
known of which is that she is Canada’s first woman
airline jet aircraft pilot, Canada’s first First Officer on
a twin-engine jet aircraft, and first woman to become
a member of the Canadian Airline Pilots Association.
In 1973 she was hired by Transair as first officer on
a Fokker F-28 out of Winnipeg. In 1979 she was
grounded due to her first pregnancy, but during her
second pregnancy she was involved in discussions
with Transport Canada regarding changes to
regulations, which now allow a pregnant woman pilot
to continue flying under her doctor’s orders.

Photo supplied

First Officer Rosella
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Photos supplied

Rosella receives Northern Lights Award, October 2016

Catching Up with Some Members of The Hall

(continued)

Mary Oswald
In 1990 she became the first woman to be promoted
to Captain with Canadian Airlines International.
When she retired in 2004 she was flying Boeing
737s for Air Canada, with over 18,000 hours in the
flight deck.

asked her if her seatbelt was too tight. The tone of
her voice was higher than he was used to hearing.
Another controller asked her “When did they start
allowing the stewardesses to make the radio calls?”
Her favourite announcements, though, came from
her husband, Bill Pratt, when he occasionally flew as
She was inducted as a Member of Canada’s Aviation co-pilot. Bill would make the cabin announcements
Hall of Fame in 1997. Since retiring in 2004, she has “on behalf of my wife, the Captain.” That always
contributed much of her time and effort in various
caused a bit of a stir and conversation in the cabin.
capacities at The Hall’s office in Wetaskiwin, AB,
She continues to fly her Cessna 170 from their
and served for several years as a Director. She has
acreage landing strip just east of Edmonton.
been actively involved with the Ninety-Nines Inc.,
the International Organization of Women Pilots, and
has been a role model and mentor to many women
Marc Garneau CC, CD, B.Sc., Ph.D.
along the way.
Marc began his career as a naval officer in 1973,
graduating from all courses at Military College with
first class honours. He was promoted to the rank
of Commander in 1982 while attending Canadian
Forces Command and Staff College.

John Chalmers photo

Rosella speaks after Award at Alberta
Aviation Museum, 2016
In 2014 the Canadian 99s issued a postage stamp
to mark the 50th anniversary of her first flying
lesson. In October 2016 she was honoured by the
Northern Lights Aero Foundation with the Elsie
MacGill Pioneer Award for her many contributions
in aviation. In November 2016 she was honoured
by the Alberta Labour History Institute and the
Alberta Aviation Museum, celebrating her many
accomplishments. On this occasion, wearing her
captain’s uniform, she began her response with
“Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen. This is
your Captain speaking” which was following by
much applause from the many who knew the story
of her early flying days. Once, a ground controller

Photos supplied

Captain Rosella

In 1983 he answered an ad from the National
Research Council for Canadians to apply to become
astronauts to fly in future space missions. Out of
nearly 4300 applicants, he was one of six chosen to
become the first group of Canadian astronauts, and
in 1984 was selected as number one to go. He began
rigorous training at the Johnson Space Center in
Houston, Texas. His
first flight, STS41G, was on the
shuttle Challenger
from October 5-13,
1984, becoming the
first Canadian to fly
on a NASA mission
to space.
In 1989 Marc
became deputy
director of the
Canadian Astronaut
Program, where he
provided technical
Photo: NASA, Marc Garneau collection
and program
Marc Garneau space flight
support for future
1996
Canadian missions.
In 1992 he was selected to work on the Astronaut
Robotics Team, and became an expert in operating
the Canadarm.

third space flight, STS-97, he was mission specialist
and flight engineer on the Endeavour from November
30 to December 11, 2000. This flight brought 17 tons
of material to build onto the Space Station. He used
the Canadarm to maneuver the cargo of solar panels
into place, manipulating it from inside the spacecraft
while two of his crewmates completed operations
from the outside.
In 2002 he was appointed to the executive of the
Canadian Space Agency, where he was responsible
for the smooth deployment of Canada’s robotic
contribution to the ISS, including training facilities
for all astronauts and cosmonauts using the
Canadarm (Mobile Servicing System).
Marc made the space program become real for
millions of Canadians through his many presentations
and media appearances. He is a passionate promoter
of science and the space program, and like others
who have viewed beautiful
Earth from space, he has
strong feelings about
protecting its fragile
environment.
In 2003 he was appointed
Chancellor of Carleton
University, a position he
held for five years. In 2008
he entered politics, and
was elected MP for the
riding of Westmount-Ville
CAHF collection
Marie. Marc Garneau was
Marc Garneau at CAHF
inducted as Member of
Induction ceremonies
Canada’s Aviation Hall of
2008
Fame in 2008.
He was appointed Minister of Transport in 2015
by Prime Minister Justin Trudeau. The National
Post, in summing up the top portfolio leaders on
Parliament Hill, places Marc Garneau among the
top team leaders. “He is steering a strategy called
‘Transportation 2030’, which includes measures to
invest in green transportation, improve regulations
and update infrastructure that facilitates the
movement of goods from Canada to other countries.
... The transport minister is proving himself a
productive manager lacking in bluster and scandal,
unlike a few of his honourable colleagues.”

He flew on two further flights. He was on shuttle
Endeavour, STS-77 from May 19-29, 1996 which
focussed on the effects of weightlessness and
retrieval of objects using the Canadarm. For his

Marc Garneau stamp
Canada Post 2003
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Marc Garneau collection

Marc Garneau as MP in
Ottawa 2010
Marc Garneau collection

Marc Garneau, Transport Minister 2016

time as mission specialist on STS-100, delivering
Canadarm 2. He became the first Canadian to leave
the spacecraft when he performed two spacewalks
while installing the robotic arm. He was inducted as
Member of Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame in 2005.

NASA photo, supplied

Chris Hadfield 1995

Chris Hadfield OC, CD, B.Sc., M.Sc.
Chris comes from a flying family, and was interested
in flying from an early age. In July 1969, he watched
television as Apollo astronaut Neil Armstrong
stepped onto the moon, and he decided then that he
would become an astronaut. It would be a challenge,
but he resolved to excel in everything he did, taking
top honours at cadets, and at high school.
In 1978 he joined the Canadian Armed Forces and
studied at Royal Roads Military College (Victoria,
BC) and Royal Military College (Kingston, ON),
graduating with a B.Sc. in Mechanical Engineering,
again with honours.
He took flight training and was over-all top graduate
at Moose Jaw, SK in 1983. He completed CF-18
training at Cold Lake, AB in 1985, and for the next
three years, he flew CF-18s with 425 squadron for
NORAD. He attended the US Air Force Test Pilot
School at Edwards Air Force Base in California, with
awards for top graduate.
Chris then served as an exchange officer with the
US Navy, flight testing the F/A-18 and A-7 aircraft,
and participated in the extremely dangerous F/A-18
Hornet out-of-control recovery test program. He
was named the US Navy Test Pilot of the year 1991.
While participating in all of these activities, he
received a Master of Science in aviation systems in
1992 from the University of Tennessee.
In June 1992, Chris was selected to become one
of four new Canadian astronauts. His first flight
into space took place over a period of 8 days in
November, 1995. The crew of STS-74 achieved
a rendezvous with the Russian Space Station Mir,
bringing a large load of supplies to the cosmonauts.
He flew as the first Canadian mission specialist, the
first Canadian to operate the Canadarm in orbit, and
the only Canadian to ever board Mir.
Chris’ second space flight was in April 2001, this

NASA photo, supplied

Chris Hadfield ca 2000

Chris Hadfield stamp
Canada Post 2003

Edmonton and Calgary. He left University of Alberta
in 1916 to enlist with the 202nd City of Edmonton
Battalion. On April 20, 1918 during an aerial
engagement over enemy territory, he shot down one
aircraft before Manfred von Richthofen, the ‘Red
Baron’, attacked him. Out of ammunition, May led
For several years, he was involved in research
the Baron into Allied airspace where the Baron was
for NASA, including an undersea mission that
finally shot down. In 1919, May joined his brother
investigated underwater vehicles, advanced space
in forming May Aeroplanes Limited at Edmonton,
suits, emergency procedures.
the first air service for that city; he also founded the
In 2013 he became the first Canadian to command the Edmonton and Northern Alberta Aero Club. During
ISS during his five-month stay in space. He became his aviation career, May helped transport a serum to
Fort Vermilion, Alberta, where there was a diphtheria
a world-wide celebrity through his Twitter feed,
outbreak. He was also commissioned by the RCMP
sending messages, photographs and music from the
to help them locate, from the air, the man known as
ISS. The team launched aboard the Russian Soyuz,
the Mad Trapper, who had shot police and several
and landed safely in Kazakhstan.
other searchers. In WWII, May became supervisor
of the BCATP Schools operated by Canadian Pacific
He retired in 2013 but is kept very busy as a writer,
Airlines and developed a trained parachute squad
musician and in-demand speaker. He has written
that volunteered with Canadian and American forces,
three best-selling books:
saving the lives of many airmen.”
An Astronaut’s Guide to Life on Earth: What Going to
Space Taught Me About Ingenuity, Determination, and
After WW I, Wop May established Canada’s first
Being Prepared for Anything. 2013
commercial airport at Blatchford Field, Edmonton, in
1927. His company was awarded the airmail contract
You Are Here: Around the World in 92 Minutes:
for the Mackenzie River district, and he led a group
Photographs from the International Space Station. 2014
of five aircraft on the first airmail flight to the Arctic.
The Darkest Dark. (Inspired by Chris’ childhood) 2016
While serving as General Manager of No. 2 Air
Observer School at Edmonton for the British
Commonwealth Air Training Plan, he conceived
the idea of aerial rescue crews to assist ferry pilots
and other fliers who went down in northern British
Columbia and the Yukon en route to Siberia,
transporting aircraft to Siberia for the War Effort
there. He recruited and trained a team of paramedics
2016
who volunteered their services to parachute into crash
2014
2013
sites, saving the lives of many airmen. For this action
he was awarded the Medal of Freedom with Bronze
Palm by the US government in 1947.
Wilfrid “Wop” May OBE, DFC
1896-1952
Following WW II, he worked for Canadian Pacific
Airlines for several years to open air bases in
Northwest Territories, Yukon, Alaska and Northern
BC, as well as new bases in the Far East and South
Pacific. He died while on a holiday in 1952, age 56.
He was inducted as Member of Canada’s Aviation
Hall of Fame in 1974.

Photo by David May, 2016

The table top at food court in the Calgary
International Airport.
In September 2016 when Denny May’s son David
May and his wife Kimberly were flying out of
Calgary International airport, they had time for
lunch so they headed to the food court. When they
sat down at a table, they realized it had a photo of a
Sopwith Camel and the story of David’s grandfather,
“Wop” May, on the side. Below the story, they noted
that credit is given to Mary Oswald’s edition of They
Led the Way, (1999). David and Kimberly were
impressed by this tribute to Canada’s Aviation Hall of
Fame, and its famous bush pilot.
This is a quote from the table-top story:
“Wilfrid ‘Wop’ May was educated in Alberta at
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Photo by David May, 2016

The story about “Wop” May at the food court

Memories of My Grandfather, J.A.D. McCurdy
HCol. Gerald Haddon
Photos from the Gerald Haddon collection. 2016

My wife, Amanda and I set off from Oakville,
ON, driving to Cape Breton, Nova Scotia
where the Bras d’Or waters beckoned us
with a sparkling welcome. We were invited
to attend a music-drama production of “The
Bells of Baddeck”, which tells the story of
Alexander Graham Bell and his wife Mabel,
and how the small hamlet of Baddeck captured
their hearts. The production took place during
July-August, 2016 at the Alexander Graham
Bell National Historic Site. This remarkable
and inspiring production captures the spirit
of one of Canada’s most beloved inventors
and I was honoured to have been afforded
the opportunity to expand on the life of my
grandfather, who was one of “Bell’s Boys”.

of their family. Later on, recognizing my
grandfather to be a brilliant student, Dr. Bell
helped sponsor his education at St. Andrew’s
College in Aurora, Ontario and encouraged
him to attend the University of Toronto’s
School of Mechanical Engineering, where he
was the youngest student to be admitted to
the University.
My grandparents had a beautiful summer
house in Baddeck where I spent many
blissful holidays as a young boy. And it was
there that “Gampy”, as I called him, taught
me how to sail.
During the “Bells of Baddeck”production,
I was asked to give some post performance
speeches at the museum about my grandfather.
As a member of the Aerial Experiment
Association (AEA), he had a major hand in
designing and building the fragile aeroplane
called the “Silver Dart”, which he flew on
February 23, 1909 off the ice of Bras d’Or
Lake in Baddeck, Nova Scotia. Not only
did he become Canada’s first pilot, but this
was the first flight of anyone in the British
Empire. To now be able to give a talk in the
Bell Museum under a replica Silver Dart
built by a group of volunteers of which I was
one, was an unforgettable moment.

Born on August 2, 1886 and brought up in
Baddeck, young J.A.D. McCurdy could be
found at Beinn Bhreagh helping Bell with
his glider and kite experiments. Navigating
around the Bras d’Or Lake as a young boy,
he had become aware of the power of the
wind and what it could do. And from those
early days, a life-long curiosity was born, a
curiosity which would lead him to become
an extraordinary engineer and gifted pilot
with a list of glittering aviation firsts. During
his childhood, McCurdy met many famous
scientists and inventors drawn to this small
hamlet of 100 people because of Dr. Bell’s
world-wide reputation.
The AEA was formed on October 1, 1907
in Baddeck. The members of the group,
When not assisting Bell, young McCurdy who called themselves “Associates”, were
would often be playing with Elsie and Daisy Alexander Graham Bell, J.A.D. McCurdy,
Bell. He remained lifelong friends with Casey Baldwin, Thomas Selfridge and Glenn
Bell’s daughters, and was a frequent visitor Curtis. The Association was formed with
to Beinn Bhreagh even into his seventies. one purpose in mind: “To get a man into the
Having lost two sons in infancy, Bell wanted air”. Commenting on the AEA, Dr. Bell said,
to adopt my grandfather when he was five “We breathed an atmosphere of aviation from
years old, so strong was the bond that had morning till night and almost from night to
developed between the two of them. Had it morning. ... I may say for myself that this
not been for his strong-minded and motherly Association with these young men proved to
maiden aunt Georgina McCurdy, he would be one of the happiest times of my life.”
undoubtedly have become the Bell’s legal
son. “J.A.D. McCurdy was born a McCurdy, From there, Amanda and I traveled on to
and by God, he will die a McCurdy,” she Halifax where we were graciously invited by
firmly stated.
His Honour J.J. Grant, Lieutenant Governor
of Nova Scotia, to stay in Government House
However, Bell did become a godfather to my for the unveiling of a magnificent portrait
grandfather and in 1893, Dr. and Mrs. Bell bust of J.A.D. McCurdy, commissioned by
took him, age seven, to Washington, D.C. the Province of Nova Scotia.
where he spent a very happy year as part
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Some sixty years ago, I had over the
course of my grandfather’s tenure as the
20th Lieutenant Governor of NS, stayed at
Government House numerous times. It is the
oldest official residence in Canada and has
been the working residence of the Sovereign’s
representative in NS for more than 200
years. This beautiful Georgian home and
National Historic Site contains an impressive
collection of art and antiques that reflect
the province’s history and heritage. Their
Honours insisted that Amanda and I explore
the history and beauty of this house, adding
that we were free to wander throughout the
residence. It was wonderful to revisit so
many of the magnificent rooms that I had last
explored as a curious ten-year old. On being
called downstairs to meals, I remember the
long banister which I would zoom down with
wild abandon, much to the disapproval of
my concerned grandmother but to the great
amusement of my grandfather!
I also recall many discussions with my
grandfather and the lessons which he passed
on to me, as I quietly sat at his feet. He
taught me some of the endearing and durable
qualities that make Nova Scotians such
special people. He was born in Baddeck and
never forgot his roots. When Prime Minister
MacKenzie King appointed him Lieutenant
Governor of NS, the press besieged him for
a comment. He said he was privileged and
honoured and would perform his duties “as
well as a country boy from Cape Breton
could.” In spite of the many honours that
came his way during his lifetime, he always
remained a modest man, who invariably
directed the conversation towards others.
As the King’s representative, McCurdy
relished his new position because it provided
him the opportunity to serve his beloved
province from where so much of his
worldwide fame came. In his Vice-Regal
position, he met people from every station
in life and treated each individual exactly the
same. Whatever he accomplished in his post
as Lieutenant Governor, it was his talent for
maintaining the common touch - inspite of
the required dignity of his official position
- which endeared him to the thousands who
came to know him. And, to a young boy such

as myself, he was a magnificent figure in his official
uniform! He truly was my hero.
In 1959, the Queen appointed my grandfather an
Honorary Air Commodore in recognition of the 50th
anniversary of his historic flight. The only other
civilian at that time sharing the same distinction was
Sir Winston Churchill.
That same year, in celebration of his flight, The Royal
Canadian Air Force appointed him the very first civilian
Honorary Colonel of the RCAF. As fortunate as I am to
have been mentored by and been born the grandson of
J.A.D. McCurdy, it is a singular honour for me to carry
on this tradition in my role as an Honorary Colonel in
the RCAF.
A Canadian artist of international stature, Christian
Corbet, was entrusted with the responsibility of
sculpting my grandfather’s portrait bust. At the
unveiling, I was breathless at first, vainly searching
for words to describe what my eyes were attempting to
absorb - the bust was so lifelike!

At the unveiling of the bust of J.A.D. McCurdy are Lt. Gov. J.J. Grant and Mrs. Grant,
Amanda and Gerald Haddon.

Amanda and I are very grateful to Their Honours for
hosting this remarkable event and for commissioning
the sculpture. It is now placed in the State Dining
Room of Government House, and when one enters
this resplendent room, the eye is immediately drawn
to the McCurdy bust. Across the room is a beautiful
portrait painting of Her Majesty The Queen which is
hung above the marble fireplace mantle, as well as a
bust of the Right Honourable Georges Vanier, the 19th
Governor General of Canada.
As we were leaving Government House, I could not
help recalling a remark made by Gilbert Grosvenor,
Chairman of the National Geographic Society, who
wrote in 1959 that he had known Charles Lindbergh,
Gerald and Amanda Haddon beside the newly unveiled bust of his grandfather,
Roald Amundsen, Admiral Byrd, Robert Peary, Earnest
J.A.D. McCurdy.
Shackleton and stated “I regard J.A.D. McCurdy as a man who ranks with
the very greatest of these.”
As Georges Vanier put it: “In our march forward in material happiness, let
us not neglect the spiritual threads in the weaving of our lives. If Canada
is to attain the greatness worthy of it, each of us must say, “I ask only to
serve.” My grandfather changed forever the world of his time by believing
in a dream: a dream of flight and of putting a man into the air. He served his
province and his nation with excellence and with pride.
Honoured beyond words to be his grandson, and having known him for
the first nineteen years of my life, I am delighted that we paid homage in
Government House to the man whom many consider to be the Father of
Canadian Aviation.

The bust of J.A.D. McCurdy sculpted by
artist Christian Corbet, 2016.
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The Next Decades of Aviation
Pierre Jeanniot

OC, C.Q., FRAeS
Internet photos

With growing middle-classes in India, China,
and other developing economies, many people
are enjoying some measure of disposable income
for the first time and are becoming “international
tourists”. Despite some recent push backs on
globalization, the enhanced efficiency of aircraft
and competition will ensure the price of air travel
will continue to fall in real terms, and traffic will
grow.

class pricing and satisfy noise regulations. It will
reach a top speed of Mach 2.2. Studies are also
underway to develop a hypersonic airliner aimed
at the wealthy customers in a hurry -- London to
Sydney in two to three hours, for example.
New ideas abound, and some of them have the
potential to reshape the aviation landscape.
Richard Branson’s “Virgin Galactic” project is

But has commercial aviation reached a plateau in
terms of innovation?

The second man is Andre Borschberg, a
mechanical engineer, entrepreneur, and former
pilot with the Swiss Air Force. Aircraft and
engine manufacturers told them their dream was
impossible - too big, too light, impossible to
control in flight. None offered any kind of support.

The industry could continue to build bigger
airplanes, although the A380 may already be too
big. Our ability to further improve efficiency
based on the traditional structure, electronics and
existing propulsion systems is approaching the
effective limit.
In the not too distant future we can expect to see
unconventional aircraft shapes such as blended
or hybrid wing body, increasing aerodynamics
and structural efficiency, and perhaps alternative
positioning of the engines, above the wings or in
the tail. This could work well for freighter aircraft,
but will it be acceptable to passengers?
NASA is planning to unveil a quiet supersonic jet
prototype in 2019, and a company called Aerion is
developing a small supersonic private or corporate
jet which is expected to capture some 1% of the
market.

SpaceShip II. VSS Unity
designed to commercialize space tourism. Much
was learned from the crash of Spaceship I, and the
first flight of its successor, Spaceship II, is planned
for 2017. Already, over 700 people have pledged
US$ 250,000 to achieve official “astronaut status”.
Spaceship II will be carried by the mother ship,
a converted 747, to an altitude of 50,000 feet.
At that point, it will separate and fire its rocket
engines for 70 seconds to reach supersonic speed.
The spaceship will then glide back to earth.
Branson’s Virgin Launcher
the small satellite market. It
effective, and will lead to
of satellite constellations. It
operational by 2018.

One is aimed at
will be very costthe establishment
is expected to be

A remarkable accomplishment was the successful
round-the-world flight of Solar Impulse II, which
circled the globe in 2015 relying only on solarAerion Supersonic Business Jet
Another company, Boom Supersonic, is
developing a supersonic airliner using composites
and vastly improved turbofan engines. It is meant
to be a replacement for the Concorde, and will
be efficient enough to match subsonic business-

Boom Supersonic Airliner

generated electric power. Its creators are two
Swiss men with a crazy dream! Bertrand Piccard
is a medical doctor, a psychiatrist by training,
who had circumnavigated the world in a balloon
in 1999, earning a world’s record for the longest
flight ever - more than 28,000 miles. He is the
son of Jacques Piccard, who dived to the deepest
place on earth, the Marianas Trench in the Pacific
Ocean. Bertrand is also the grandson of Auguste
Piccard, who ascended more than 14 miles high
in a balloon.

During the ten years of development, the two men
raised approximately US $100 million from nonaviation sponsors. The aircraft was designed by
the Engineering Department of the University of
Lausanne.
Solar Impulse II was powered by specially
designed lithium-ion batteries weighing 366 kilos.
It carried more than 17,000 solar panels on its
wings, had a wingspan wider than that of a 747,
and a carbon fibre body. It weighed 2,300 kilos.
The flight plan optimized energy production and
conservation. During daylight hours, the aircraft
flew at an altitude of around 8,500 metres,
descending to 1,500 metres at night, flying all
night on battery power.
Solar Impulse II flew around the world in 17 legs,
the longest being some 4500 miles from Nagoya,
Japan to Hawaii. The longest solo flight in history
took 147 hours.
Piccard and Borschberg, eager to push the limits
of technology and human capabilities, are now
creating an international association to promote
renewable energy. They believe that in the very
near future electric airplanes will be transporting
up to 50 passengers on short to medium-haul
flights.
Much of the dynamism in the commercial drone
market is fueled by the interest shown by the
internet giants. Amazon and Alphabet - Google’s
parent corporation - plan to use drones to deliver
packages. UPS, FedEx and Deutsche Post are
actively exploring similar concepts. Clearly, the
‘drones business’ has great potential to reduce
costs and improve service.

Solar Impulse II

Solar Impulse II
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The future is bright and the next few decades will
see some highly significant changes!
==========
Pierre Jeanniot is former President and CEO of
Air Canada, and Director General Emeritus of
IATA (International Air Transport Association),
and has served on the Boards of major airlines,
airports, ATC authorities and major hi-tech
companies. He is credited with the development
of the “Black Box”, the flight data recorder now
in use world-wide. He is president of his own
consulting and investment company, Jinmag Inc.

Military Drone
Two-seater Volo-copter

Pierre Jeanniot was inducted as Member of
Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame in 2012.

Drone with camera
Unmanned commercial aviation requires Two-seater Volo-copter
development in automated flight controls and
airspace management technology, including Uber and Airbus’s Silicon Valley outpost are
sensors and algorithms to avoid hazards and working together to develop helicopter ride
collisions with other aircraft.
sharing. A prototype of an autonomous vehicle
designed to fly cargo or a single passenger is
The German start-up E-Volo is developing a expected next year.
2-seater Volo-copter, the first certified electricpowered vertical take-off and landing aircraft - The co-founder of Google, Larry Page, is
VTOL. E-Volo plans to introduce these products personally funding a flying car start-up, while
in places such as Singapore and Dubai, forward- the CEO of Tesla, Elon Musk has a project to
looking jurisdictions where the airspace is develop an electrical VTOL aircraft.
relatively small and thus more manageable.

Pierre Jeanniot photo

DONATIONS
Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame is grateful for the donations received in the past few months. This list includes Friends’ renewals. Thank you to all.
Gary Abrams
Brian Akitt
Ken & Linda Armstrong
Robert Ayotte
Paul Baiden
Roger Beebe
Victor Bennett
Lisa Bishop
Bill Bissonnette
Bill Buckham
Syd Burrows
B.Gen. (Ret’d) R. Button
William Cameron
Gen. (Ret’d) Bill Carr
Byron Cavadias
James Court
John Crichton
Kenneth Dandy
William Davidson
Richard deBoer
James & Alice Edwards
Blain Fowler, Camrose

Booster
Anne Gafiuk
Dawn Gayle
John Grant
Suzanne Green
B. Guichon
Hugh Halliday
Dave Hiscocks
John Hitchins
Evelyn Hutchings
Chris Johnson
Les Kerr
Suzanne Kuhne
John Latta
Paul Lautard
Gen. (Ret’d) Paul Manson
Barry Marsden
Denny & Marg May
Jean McCormack
David McCulloch
Jamie McIntyre
C. McLean

Doug McLean
Gordon McNulty
Larry Milberry
Jon Mitchell
Robin Lee Monroe
George Neal Estate
Mary Oswald
Sharon Pankrath
Mary Parker
Ron Peel
Jacquie Perrin
Murray Ramsbottom
Shirley Render
Burt Reynolds
Don Riep
John Roddick
Stuart Russell
Ed Salou
John Sanford
Don Saunders
Stephen & Shelley
Schapansky
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Helen Schweitzer
Clark Seaborn
Doug Seagrim
Deitmar Seibt
Charles Simpson
Darrel Smith
Sharon Symington
Peter Taylor
Chris Terry
Bram Tilroe
Pierre Vachon
Fern Villeneuve
Blythe Ward
Carole West
William Wheeler
Mary Wilson
Robert Winson
Brian Wright
David Wright
Warren Wright
Dana-Lee Zinyk

44th Induction Ceremony & Dinner | 44e Gala d'intronisation et dîner
Thursday, June 15, 2017 | Le jeudi 15 juin 2017
YVR Terminal Building, Vancouver, British Columbia | Aérogare YVR, Vancouver, Colombie-Britannique

Erroll Boyd
Long distance record setter
Établi un record longue distance

Robert Deluce
Entrepreneur airline executive
Entrepreneur cadre de ligne aérienne

Daniel Sitnam
Entrepreneur in rotary flight
Entrepreneur en vol rotatif

Date
Thursday, June 15, 2017
Le jeudi 15 juin 2017
Time / Heure
Cocktails: 5:30 pm / 17 h 30
Dinner / Dîner: 7:00 pm / 19 h 00
Tickets / Billets
Each / Chacun: $250
Table of 8 / table de 8: $2,500
Premium Table of 8 /
Table préférentielle de 8: $3,000

Designated Hotel / Hôtel désigné
Group rate / tarif de group 1-800-441-1414
Quote / indiquez code VANC0617
Golden Hawks
Belt of Orion Award for Excellence
Prix d'excellence Belt of Orion

Location / Endroit
East Concourse of the US Terminal,
Level 3, Vancouver International Airport
Hall Est, Aérogare des États-Unis
Niveau 3, Aéroport international de Vancouver

For more information / Pour de plus amples renseignements: www.cahf.ca | 1-780-312-2073
The Induction Gala is an important fund raising event for the Hall, as well as a celebration of aviation accomplishment.
A charitable donation receipt will be issued for a portion of the ticket price.
Photo: Tourism Vancouver

Rogers Smith
Renowned test pilot
Pilote d'essai reconnu

2017

